PICTURE YOURSELF IN

BERKELEY

CALIFORNIA
For over 50 years, the University of California Education Abroad
Program (UCEAP) has welcomed international exchange
students to the adventure of a lifetime. Experience all that is
California while attending classes with other UC students at
one of the top public university systems in the world. When you
study at the University of California, you gain new academic
insights, a broader understanding of new cultures and the
training to succeed in a globally competitive world.
eap.ucop.edu/ReciprocalExchanges
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SANTA CRUZ

RIVERSIDE
SAN FRANCISCO

SANTA BARBARA
LOS ANGELES
IRVINE
SAN DIEGO

The University of California is a leading academic institution ranked
consistently among the world’s top 100 universities. UC attracts the best and
brightest, supports an ethnically and culturally diverse student population,
and provides one of the finest learning experiences available.
Berkeley

Riverside

Berkeley is UC’s oldest and second largest campus.
Located near the San Francisco Bay, the campus
offers internationally recognized academics,
winning sports teams and a vibrant student life.
Learn both in the classroom and through Berkeley’s
tradition of student engagement.

Riverside is located just 60 miles from Los
Angeles and is widely recognized as one of the
most ethnically diverse research universities in
the United States. Students learn from and work
with innovative professors who have earned
national and international recognition for their
teaching and research. Exceptional opportunities
include business administration, engineering, and
environmental sciences programs.

Davis
Davis has UC’s third largest student population,
and is located near the dynamic state capital,
Sacramento. Academic subjects range from
agriculture and environmental sciences, to arts
and humanities and social sciences. It is home to
one of the largest engineering programs of the UC
system. Find outstanding academics, research and
internship opportunities, and an active student life
in a welcoming college town environment.

Irvine
Irvine, a modern campus now over 50 years in the
making, is located south of Los Angeles, adjacent
to the Pacific Ocean, the mountains and desert of
Southern California. Study arts and humanities,
biology, social sciences and engineering. Irvine
combines the advantages of a large research
university with a friendly small college feel.

Los Angeles
Los Angeles is among the world’s most ethnically
diverse campuses hosting the largest student body
in the UC system. Located a short distance from
the Pacific coast and the mountains, UCLA has a
strong tradition of volunteerism. With a full range
of academic offerings, UCLA attracts students who
are prepared for a challenge and have an interest in
intellectual and personal growth.

Merced
Merced is located near the renowned Yosemite
National Park where you can conduct research
and enjoy some of California’s finest recreational
areas for skiing, rafting and hiking. The newest
campus in the UC system, Merced has cuttingedge technology, and it is focused on community
and diversity. Merced offers study in engineering,
sciences, social sciences and the humanities with an
emphasis on undergraduate research.

San Diego
San Diego is the University’s southernmost
campus where students enjoy the influence of
Mexican culture, the best weather in the US and
outstanding academics. Undergraduates participate
in multidisciplinary research focused on innovation.
The college system provides a supportive
environment within the larger research university.

Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara benefits from both the Pacific
coast and the adjacent mountains. While biking,
skateboarding or waiting for the next big wave,
students have all the resources of an internationally
recognized research university. Home to one of
the first programs in environmental sciences, the
campus also has top rankings in physics, geography
and religious studies. This green campus makes
environmental awareness a priority.

Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz is home to one of UC’s most beautiful
campuses nestled in pine forests with a view of
the Pacific Ocean. A tradition of creative thinking
and innovation fuels both a vibrant arts community
and the renowned high-technology industry of the
Silicon Valley. With majors from computer sciences
to the arts, you can participate in the creation of
new technologies, new works in human expression
and new understandings.

Learn more at your international office or

eap.ucop.edu/ReciprocalExchanges

